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We feature monolingual 
walking tours in Pisa or 
excursions in the sur-
roundings with sharing 
bus with an average of 
25/35 participants or 
in a small groups who 
desire to discover the 
cultural heritage and 
the local gastronomy. 
We offer access to 
museums and cultural 
sites, with professional 
and authorized local 
guides.

HIGH SEASON 2020
ENGLISH

VISITS AND 
EXCURSIONS

pisa
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High Season 2020
Valid from 1st April to 15th November 2020

all rates are per person

Cancellation Policy:
Till 72 hours before clients arrival: no penalty
From 72 hours or no show: 100% penalty 

Children discounts (please provide date of birth on the booking):
Will be communicated at the moment of the reservation

Useful information before  
booking our tours

Why Pisa Tours are unique  
and beloved by travelers?

Culture & leisure
Customize your city break with professionally-guided 
tours to heritage sites and experience new ways to 
visit the city and its surroundings with us. 

Reach the surroundings of Pisa and live the wonders 
of Italy in an easy and affordable way.Fantastic day excursions

Expert local tour guides  
and tour escorts

All of our tour guides are experts, profesional and 
friendly.

Speaking your language Our tours are performed in English, Spanish, French, 
Portuguese and German languages.

Departures always  
guaranteed 

No minimum number of participants requested for 
most of our tours and activities.

�e Italian Dmc�e Italian Dmc
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Carrani Tours                                                          

Carrani Tours                                                          
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City centre tours 
Pisa guided walking tour

The discovery of the famous Piazza dei Miracoli and its amazing monuments with a 
professional guide at your side.

WHERE
PIAZZA DEI MIRACOLI
LEANING TOWER (OUTSIDE)
CATHEDRAL (INSIDE)* 

INCLUDES
TOUR ASSISTANCE
LOCAL GUIDE
HEADPHONES (FROM THE BEGINNING OF 
THE TOUR FOR GROUPS OF MORE THAN 4 
PAX)

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 3:30 PM UNTIL NEXT 31ST  
OF OCTOBER

MEETING POINT
3:20 PM ARCO DI PORTA NUOVA - PIAZ-
ZA DANIELE MANIN

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, FRENCH, GERMAN 
AND ITALIAN MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 1 HOUR APPROX. 
NEAR THE LEANING TOWER

Your informative guide will take you on a thorough guided walking tour of Piazza dei Mira-
coli and its monuments which are called “miracles” because of their incredible beauty 
and uniqueness. You will be dazzled by this marvelous square which is dominated by the 
Cathedral* where you will visit the indoor part a model of the distinctive Pisa Romanesque 
architecture , the celebrated Leaning Tower, the round- shaped Baptistery surrounded by 
its suggestive columned arcades and its “Camposanto”, originally a cemetery, an extraor-
dinary quadrangular cloister, delimiting with its marble façade the Square to the North. 
The commentary of our guide will be particularly focused on the Leaning Tower one of the 
wonders of the world. You will be enthralled by the history and the leaning structure of the 
Tower which stirs the imagination of all visitors. 

2C 
PM

17,50€
PER PERSON 

 
FREE 0-8 YEARS OLD

(*)In case of long queue, if you cannot visit the interior of the Cathedral, there will be a guided 
visit of Piazza dei Cavalieri
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The best of Cinque Terre  
Visit the National park by train and boat

Best of Pisa guided walking tour 
with leaning tower and cathedral

Explore the breathtaking Ligurian coast on a tour of the Cinque Terre, a small corner of 
paradise subdivided into five villages suspended on steep cliffs overlooking the sea; a 
unique landscape, where vegetation and lush vineyards frame a spectacular scenery. 
Visit four of the five villages.

Exclusive Experience – do not miss the opportunity to climb up the most famous Tow-
er in the world.

WHERE
MANAROLA
VERNAZZA
MONTEROSSO
RIOMAGGIORE

INCLUDES
TRAVEL BY MINIVAN 
EXPERT MULTILINGUAL TOUR LEADER
FERRY BOAT AND TRAIN TICKETS
FREE TIME IN RIOMAGGIORE, 
MANAROLA, MONTEROSSO & 
VERNAZZA

DEPARTURES
MONDAY, THURSDAY, SATURDAY  
AT 9:30 AM (CHECK IN CLOSES 15 MIN 
BEFORE DEPARTURE)

MEETING POINT
PIAZZA DANIELE MANIN  
(IN FRONT OF MC DONALD’S)
LANGUAGES
ENGLISH AND SPANISH

TOUR ENDS APPROX. AT 6:45 PM  
AT THE MEETING POINT IN PISA

WHERE
PIAZZA DEI MIRACOLI
LEANING TOWER (OUTSIDE)
CATHEDRAL (INSIDE)* 

INCLUDES
TOUR ASSISTANCE
LOCAL GUIDE
HEADPHONES (FROM THE BEGINNING  
OF THE TOUR FOR GROUPS OF MORE THAN 
4 PAX)
SKIP THE LINE TICKETS TO THE 
LEANING TOWER
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO THE 
CATHEDRAL

DEPARTURES
DAILY AT 3:30 PM UNTIL NEXT 31ST

MEETING POINT
3:20 PM ARCO DI PORTA NUOVA - 
PIAZZA DANIELE MANIN

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH, FRENCH, GERMAN 
AND ITALIAN MIN. 2 PAX

TOUR ENDS AFTER 1 HOUR APPROX. 
NEAR THE LEANING TOWER

Meet our staff in Pisa and start your  unforgettable day discovering the most impressive Ligu-
rian landscapes. In this area, which has been declared World Heritage Site by UNESCO, earth 
and sea blend created a unique landscape. The area consists of kilometres of rocky coasts with 
caves, beaches, hiking paths and breathtaking views. You’ll first reach Manarola a tiny urban 
jewel characterized by Genoese style ‘case-torri’. Then you will move to Vernazza a village over-
looked by the remains of a Medieval castle with a cylindrical tower, in which you can enjoy some 
free time. After you will reach Monterosso, known as the ‘pearl of Cinque Terre’. This ancient 
fishing village with lovely beaches and lush vegetation covering the rocks will certainly enchant 
you. Here you’ll also get the chance to take a swim as this is the biggest village and count with a 
perfect sandy beach and crystalline water. After that you’ll visit the small village of Riomaggiore 
a hidden gem where you can make the most of your free time before reaching the city of La 
Spezia where the bus will be waiting for you and you’ll be driven back to Pisa.

Your informative guide will take you on a thorough guided walking tour of Piazza dei Mira-
coli and its monuments which are called “miracles” because of their incredible beauty 
and uniqueness. You will be dazzled by this marvelous square which is dominated by the 
Cathedral* where you will visit the indoor part a model of the distinctive Pisa Romanesque 
architecture , the celebrated Leaning Tower, the round- shaped Baptistery surrounded by 
its suggestive columned arcades and its “Camposanto”, originally a cemetery, an extraor-
dinary quadrangular cloister, delimiting with its marble façade the Square to the North. 
The commentary of our guide will be particularly focused on the Leaning Tower one of the 
wonders of the world. You will be enthralled by the history and the leaning structure of the 
Tower which stirs the imagination of all visitors. 
After the guided tour that will end by the magnificent Leaning Tower, you will enjoy the in-
terior visit of the magnificent Leaning Tower, climbing to its top by mounting its 294 steps 
rising up in a spiral, will be one of the most amazing experiences you can ever try. The 
tower is 55.86 m tall (183.27 ft) from the ground on the low side and 56.70 m tall (186.02 ft) 
on the high side, around 3.99 degrees leaning. The weak and unstable subsoil caused this 
unique phenomenon, contributing to create one of the wonders of the world.

1  
FD 

3C 
PM 

150€
ADULT 

75€
CHILD 3-12 YEARS OLD

 
FREE 0-2 YEARS OLD 

48,50€
PER PERSON 

 
CHILDREN UNDER 8 YEARS OLD 
ARE NOT ADMITTED

SKIP
THE LINE!

IMPORTANT NOTES: 
- The visit inside the Tower lasts about 30 minutes - no extension is allowed. Children under 
the age of 8 will not be admitted under any circumstances. Children between 8 and 12 years 
old must be accompanied by a responsible adult and held by the hand at all times. Teenagers 
between 12 and 18 years of age are allowed on the Tower only if accompanied by a responsible 
adult.
- Visiting the Tower requires a considerable amount of physical effort. Please consider that the 
spiral staircase has about as many as 300 steps. It is strongly recommended that people with 
heart disorders or individuals suffering from impaired health conditions do not visit the Tower.

IMPORTANT NOTES: 
- The itinerary may be changed due to acts of force majeure, such as strikes, bad weather etc.
- The tour planning could be change, but you will always visit 4 of 5 villages
- Please note that the boat service is not available from November 2nd to March 31st, so the 
itinerary will be guaranteed with train
- Customers must be able to climb and descend stairs. A moderate amount is involved to visit 
Cinque Terre. This tour is not wheelchair accessible

(*)In case of long queue, if you cannot visit the interior of the Cathedral, there will be a guided 
visit of Piazza dei Cavalieri
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Full day in Tuscany with typical lunch 
and wine tasting
Visit the Chianti region and enjoy a wine tasting and 
lunch in a winery

Enjoy a full-day tour of Tuscany’s villages and wine regions and travel into the heart of 
the beautiful Tuscan countryside. Visit the town of San Gimignano, the wine territory 
of Chianti, the medieval town of Siena and the Monteriggioni fortress.

WHERE
SIENA
SAN GIMIGNANO
CHIANTI AREA
MONTERIGGIONI FORTRESS

INCLUDES
TRAVEL BY GT COACH OR MINIVAN WITH AIR 
CONDITIONING 
EXPERT MULTILINGUAL TOUR LEADER
LUNCH CONSISTING OF TYPICAL TUSCAN 
DISHES
VISIT OF SIENA
SELF-GUIDED TOUR OF SAN GIMIGNANO
VISIT TO A FAMOUS WINE ESTATE
SELF-GUIDED TOUR OF THE MONTERIGGIONI 
FORTRESS

DEPARTURES
WEDNESDAYS, FRIDAYS AND SUNDAYS  
AT 7:45 AM (CHECK IN CLOSES 15 MIN BEFORE 
DEPARTURE)

MEETING POINT
PIAZZA DANIELE MANIN  
(IN FRONT OF MC DONALD’S)

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH AND SPANISH

TOUR ENDS APPROX AT 8:00 PM  
AT THE MEETING POINT IN PISA 

Meet our staff in Pisa and start this tour that will let you discover the best places in Tus-
cany and Chianti area. The village of San Gimignano, the Chianti area and the Medieval 
town of Siena are situated in the heart of our beautiful Tuscany, and are all compelling 
stops for those who want to learn about the region’s history and traditions. The first stop 
will be San Gimignano, a magnificent example of a Medieval urban town; in fact it is a UN-
ESCO world heritage site. Here you will have free time to visit the village and its splendid 
squares, palaces, churches and the magnificent towers. The tour continues to the splen-
did area of the Chianti Classico. We will stop by a typical Tuscan winery where you will 
visit the cellars and vineyards. Afterwards you will taste the wine produced, which will be 
accompanied by a delicious Tuscan lunch consisting of typical food such as pasta, cured 
meats, cheeses and local pastries. In the afternoon the tour continues with sightseeing in 
Siena where you will have the chance to admire the magnificent Cathedral and the Town 
Hall in the Piazza del Campo, and scenery of the world famous Palio horse race. The tour 
will end with the visit to the marvellous Monteriggioni medieval fortress. Then, start the 
ride back to Pisa where the tour will end. 

4 
FD 

150€
ADULT 

75€
CHILD 3-12 YEARS OLD

 
FREE 0-2 YEARS OLD

The best of Cinque Terre  
with typical ligurian lunch
Visit the National park by train and boat with typical 
lunch

Explore the breathtaking Ligurian coast on a tour of the Cinque Terre, a small corner 
of paradise subdivided into five villages suspended on steep cliffs overlooking the 
sea; a unique landscape, where vegetation and lush vineyards frame a spectacular 
scenery. Visit four of the five villages.

WHERE
MANAROLA
VERNAZZA
MONTEROSSO
RIOMAGGIORE

INCLUDES
TRAVEL BY MINIVAN WITH  
EXPERT MULTILINGUAL TOUR LEADER
TYPICAL LIGURIAN LUNCH IN 
MONTEROSSO
FERRY BOAT AND TRAIN TICKETS
FREE TIME IN RIOMAGGIORE, MANAROLA, 
MONTEROSSO AND VERNAZZA

DEPARTURES
MONDAYS, THURSDAYS AND SATURDAYS 
AT 9:30 AM  (CHECK-IN CLOSES 15 MIN BEFORE 
DEPARTURE)

MEETING POINT
PIAZZA DANIELE MANIN  
(IN FRONT OF MC DONALD’S)

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH

TOUR ENDS APPROX. AT 6:45 PM AT THE 
MEETING POINT IN PISA

You will spend an unforgettable day discovering the most impressive Ligurian landscapes. In this 
area, which has been declared a World Heritage Site by UNESCO, earth and sea blend to create a 
unique landscape. The area consists of kilometres of rocky coasts with caves, beaches, hiking paths 
and breathtaking views. You’ll first reach Manarola, a tiny urban jewel characterized by Genoese 
style ‘case-torri’. Then you will move to Vernazza, a village overlooked by the remains of a Medieval 
castle with a cylindrical tower, in which you can enjoy some free time. After you will reach Monteros-
so, known as the ‘pearl of Cinque Terre’. Enjoy a traditional local lunch in  this ancient fishing village 
with lovely beaches and lush vegetation. Here you’ll also get the chance to take a swim as this is the 
biggest village and comes with a perfect sandy beach and crystalline water. After that you’ll visit the 
small village of Riomaggiore a hidden gem where you can make the most of your free time before 
reaching the city of La Spezia where the bus will be waiting for you. 

1L
FD 

190€
ADULT 

95€
CHILD 3-12 YEARS OLD

FREE 0-2 YEARS OLD

 

NOTES:
- The itinerary may be changed due to acts of force majeure, such as strikes, bad weather etc.
- The tour planning could be change, but you will always visit 4 of 5 villages
- Please note that the boat service is not available from November 2nd to March 31st

FULL DAY 
TOUR

SMALL 
GROUP
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Vespa panoramic tour of Florence 
small group
Visit Piazzale Michelangelo and Fiesole  
on a vespa scooter

Hop on a Vespa scooter and enjoy a 3-hour tour that will take you around Florence’s 
most famous and spectacular sightseeing spots. Reach the Piazzale Michelangelo 
and the San Miniato convent, after which you will head for the Florentine hills and 
reach the historic town of Fiesole.

WHERE
FLORENCE
FIESOLE

INCLUDES
ROUNDTRIP TRAIN TICKETS FLORENCE/
PISA - PLEASE NOTE: ONCE IN 
FLORENCE YOU NEED TO REACH THE 
TOUR DEPARTURE MEETING POINT 
INDEPENDENTLY 
PROFESSIONAL TOUR LEADER
ORIGINAL VESPA SCOOTER  
(AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION)
HELMET, FUEL 

DEPARTURES
DAILY 

MEETING POINT
PISA - PISA CENTRALE TRAIN STATION 
-  PIAZZA DELLA STAZIONE
TRAIN FROM PISA TO FLORENCE SMN 
TRAIN STATION. YOU WILL MEET OUR 
GUIDE DIRECTLY IN FLORENCE, WE WILL 
ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN TICKETS THE 
TRANSPORTATION IS ON YOUR OWN 
FLORENCE - THE TOUR LEAVES AT 3:30 
PM FROM THE TOURIST INFO POINT, 
PIAZZA DELLA STAZIONE 4 AND ENDS 
AT 6:30 PM 
FLORENCE - TRAIN FROM FLORENCE 
SMN TO PISA WE WILL ONLY PROVIDE 
TRAIN TICKETS THE TRANSPORTATION 
IS ON YOUR OWN. 

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH, SPANISH AND ITALIAN

TOUR ENDS APPROX AT 20.30 AT THE 
TRAIN STATION PISA CENTRALE

Start your day in Pisa and take the train to Florence (tickets are included and will be sent 
by email).  Upon arrival  in Florence meet our guide at the meeting point in Piazza del-
la Stazione 4, where after the check-in you’ll ride in our minivan to the departure place 
(around 10 minutes ride) where you’ll hop on your Vespa and after a few instructions you’ll 
start the ride. First you will head for the Piazzale Michelangelo, probably the city’s most fa-
mous sightseeing spot; here you can admire a breathtaking view of Florence, both unique 
and inspiring. A couple of minutes away you will find the San Miniato convent, another 
incredible panoramic spot that is also famous for its ancient medieval history and its beau-
tiful historic cemetery. Then you will continue your ride in the area nearby Florence that 
will give you unique views and lots of photo opportunities. After you will leave your Vespa 
and you will be driven back to the departure place in the center of Florence. After the tour 
make your way back to Pisa with the train.

9 
FD 

102€
DRIVER 

(DRIVERS MUST BE AT LEAST 18 
YEARS OLD)

91€
PASSENGER *

(PASSENGERS MUST BE AT LEAST 
13 YEARS OLD)

*DRIVER WITH PASSENGER (MIN. 
2 PAX - MAX. 2 PAX PER BOOKING)

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

To drive the Vespa Scooter/ 500 Fiat car is required to sign the rental contract and the following 
documents are necessary:

-  A valid driver’s license

- credit card (no ATM, no debit card)

- At the time of the rental a pre-authorization on credit card will be made as a guarantee for 
any damage, which will be canceled upon return from the tour if there has been no material 
damage to the vehicle.

- Please provide client email address or alternatively (in the exceptional case client do NOT 
have personal e mail), the e-mail address of the “hotel” where client overnight the day before 
the tour so we can email them train tickets from/to Pisa  If we do not have this information, we 
cannot provide the tickets and these will be on clients own expenses

- Train from Pisa Centrale Train Station to Florence Santa Maria Novella will leave at 1:54 pm

- Train from Florence Santa Maria Novella Train Station to Pisa Centrale Train Station will leave 
at 7:28 pm

Pizza and gelato making cooking 
class small group tour learn how to 
make the best pizza and gelato

Learn how to make a traditional Italian pizza and typical gelato at a 3-hour cooking 
class in central Florence. Get tips on techniques from an expert chef. Then, tuck into 
your own creations at the end of the hands-on class, and savour the flavours of Italy.

WHERE
FLORENCE

INCLUDES
ROUNDTRIP TRAIN TICKETS FLORENCE/
PISA - PLEASE NOTE: ONCE IN 
FLORENCE YOU NEED TO REACH THE 
TOUR DEPARTURE MEETING POINT 
INDEPENDENTLY 
ALL NECESSARY INGREDIENTS
COOKING LESSON WITH A LOCAL CHEF
TASTING OF PIZZA AND GELATO YOU 
HAVE PREPARED (WINE OR SOFT DRINK 
INCLUDED)
GRADUATION CERTIFICATE

DEPARTURES
DAILY

MEETING POINT
PISA - PISA CENTRALE TRAIN STATION 
-  PIAZZA DELLA STAZIONE
TRAIN FROM PISA TO FLORENCE SMN 
TRAIN STATION. YOU WILL MEET OUR 
GUIDE DIRECTLY IN FLORENCE, WE WILL 
ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN TICKETS THE 
TRANSPORTATION IS ON YOUR OWN 
FLORENCE - THE TOUR (COOKING LESSON) 
LEAVES AT 3:30 PM FROM TOURIST INFO 
POINT, PIAZZA DELLA STAZIONE 4 - OUR 
STAFF WILL WEAR A GREEN T-SHIRT.
FLORENCE - TRAIN FROM FLORENCE SMN 
TO PISA, WE WILL ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN 
TICKETS THE TRANSPORTATION IS ON 
YOUR OWN.

LANGUAGES
ENGLISH AND SPANISH

TOUR ENDS APPROX AT 20.30 AT THE 
TRAIN STATION PISA CENTRALE

Start your day in Pisa and take the train to Florence (tickets are included and will be sent 
by e-mail). Upon arrival  in Florence meet our guide at the meeting point in via Martelli 
33red, where after the check-in you’ll ride in our minivan to the cooking school (around 
10 minutes ride).  The chef will start the class by introducing the history of these Italian 
wonderful creations briefly. After that you will learn how to make the original Italian pizza 
step by step: you will be taught the tricks for tender flexible yeast dough as well as for a 
tasteful, yet light, tomato sauce. Our chef will show you the right way to stretch the dough 
and you will have the chance to do it yourself. You will make your very own pizza: you will 
stretch it, sauce it and finally bake it. The result will surely be the best pizza you have ever 
tasted! After you have become familiar with pizza you will be taught the secrets to make 
Italian ‘gelato’: you will get to know the basic raw ingredients and how to select the best 
products. You will learn about the development and application of natural colours, the 
heating and freezing techniques and how they have different effects on ingredients. You 
will soon realize how easily you can make these delicious dishes on your own! At the end 
of the class you will also get a Participation Certificate! After the class make your way back 
to Pisa with the train. 

12 
FD 

80,50€
ADULT 

40,50€
CHILD 6-12 YEARS OLD

 
FREE 0-5 YEARS OLD

IMPORTANT NOTES: 
- Please provide client email address or alternatively (in the exceptional case client do NOT 
have personal e mail), the e-mail address of the “hotel” where client overnight the day before 
the tour so we can email them train tickets from/to Pisa  If we do not have this information, we 
cannot provide the tickets and these will be on clients own expenses. 
- information, we cannot provide the tickets and these will be on clients own expenses
- Train from Pisa Centrale Train Station to Florence Santa Maria Novella will leave at 1:54 pm
- Train from Florence Santa Maria Novella Train Station to Pisa Centrale Train Station will leave 
at 7:28 pm
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Accademia Gallery monolingual tour
Guided Visit with an Expert Guide 

Visit the Accademia Gallery with our guides. You will get the opportunity to immerse 
yourself in Michelangelo’s art and see his most famous work, the statue of David, and 
other important masterpieces.

WHERE
FLORENCE 

INCLUDES
ROUNDTRIP TICKETS FLORENCE/PISA - 
PLEASE NOTE: THAT ONCE IN FLORENCE 
YOU NEED TO REACH THE TOUR DEPARTURE 
MEETING POINT INDEPENDENTLY
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO THE ACCADEMIA 
GALLERY AND VISIT WITH MONOLINGUAL 
GUIDE (1 HOUR)
EARPHONES WILL BE PROVIDED ONLY FOR 
GROUPS OF MORE THAN 15 PARTICIPANTS

DEPARTURES
DAILY EXCEPT MONDAYS AND THE FIRST 
SUNDAY OF EVERY MONTH AT 11:00 AM 
(CHECK IN CLOSES 15 MIN BEFORE DEPARTURE)

MEETING POINT
PISA - PISA CENTRALE TRAIN STATION -  
PIAZZA DELLA STAZIONE
TRAIN FROM PISA TO FLORENCE SMN 
TRAIN STATION. YOU WILL MEET OUR 
GUIDE DIRECTLY IN FLORENCE, WE WILL 
ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN TICKETS THE 
TRANSPORTATION IS ON YOUR OWN 
FLORENCE (VISIT OF ACCADEMIA GALLERY) 
LEAVES AT 11:00 AM FROM FROM FLORENCE IN 
FRONT OF  MAIN ENTRANCE OF ACCADEMIA 
GALLERY AND ENDS AT 12:15 PM IN THE 
CENTER OF FLORENCE THEN FREE TIME AT 
DISPOSAL
FLORENCE - TRAIN FROM FLORENCE SMN TO 
PISA WE WILL ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN TICKETS 
THE TRANSPORTATION IS ON YOUR OWN. 

LANGUAGES
DAILY - ENGLISH AND SPANISH
SATURDAYS - ITALIAN

TOUR ENDS APPROX AT 14.30 AT THE TRAIN 
STATION PISA CENTRALE

Start your day in Pisa and take the train to Florence (tickets are included and will be sent 
by email).  Upon arrival in Florence meet our guide at the meeting point in via Martelli 
33red, where after the check-in walk to the Accademia Gallery with our guide that will in-
troduce you the city and main sights. Immerse yourself in Michelangelo’s art and enjoy his 
most famous work, the statue of David, and other important masterpieces. The young Mi-
chelangelo sculpted the statue of David in three years, starting from a huge block of rough 
marble. The result was an absolutely beautiful, imposing sculpture, the real icon of the 
Renaissance ideal. He portrayed a magnificent nude young man in his full physical vigour, 
whose intense expression of force and courage, which stemmed from his absolute faith in 
God, was taken as a symbol of the power and invincibility of the Republic of Florence at the 
height of its splendour. After the tour make your way back to Pisa with the train.

14 
FD 

ENGLISH AND 
SPANISH

59€
PERSON 

 
FREE 0-5 
YEARS OLD

ITALIAN

70€
PERSON 

 
FREE 0-5  
YEARS OLD

Uffizi Gallery monolingual tour 
Guided Visit with an Expert Guide

Discover some of the great masterpieces of Western art at the Uffizi Gallery in Flor-
ence and skip the long lines to tour with an authorized guide. See paintings by Michel-
angelo, Botticelli, Da Vinci and more, all housed in a stunning Medici palace.

WHERE
FLORENCE 

INCLUDES
ROUNDTRIP TRAIN TICKETS FLORENCE/PISA 
- PLEASE NOTE: ONCE IN FLORENCE YOU NEED 
TO REACH THE TOUR DEPARTURE MEETING 
POINT INDEPENDENTLY 
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO THE UFFIZI GALLERY 
AND VISIT WITH MONOLINGUAL GUIDE
EARPHONES WILL BE PROVIDED ONLY FOR 
GROUPS OF MORE THAN 15 PARTICIPANTS

DEPARTURES
DAILY EXCEPT MONDAYS AND THE FIRST 
SUNDAY OF EVERY MONTH (CHECK IN CLOSES 
15 MIN BEFORE DEPARTURE)

MEETING POINT
PISA - PISA CENTRALE TRAIN STATION -  
PIAZZA DELLA STAZIONE
TRAIN FROM PISA TO FLORENCE SMN 
TRAIN STATION. YOU WILL MEET OUR 
GUIDE DIRECTLY IN FLORENCE, WE WILL 
ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN TICKETS THE 
TRANSPORTATION IS ON YOUR OWN 
FLORENCE – THE TOUR (VISIT OF UFFIZI GALLERY) 
LEAVES AT 3:15 PM FROM FLORENCE IN FRONT 
OF UFFIZI GALLERY GATE NUMBER 3, OUR 
STAFF WILL WEAR A GREEN T-SHIRT. AND 
ENDS AT 5:30 PM IN THE CENTER OF FLORENCE 
THEN FREE TIME AT DISPOSAL
FLORENCE - TRAIN FROM FLORENCE SMN 
TO PISA, WE WILL ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN 
TICKETS THE TRANSPORTATION IS ON YOUR 
OWN. 

LANGUAGES
DAILY - ENGLISH AND SPANISH
SATURDAYS - ITALIAN

TOUR ENDS APPROX AT 19.30 AT THE TRAIN 
STATION PISA CENTRALE

15 
FD 

Start your day in Pisa and take the train to Florence (tickets are included and will be sent 
by email).  Upon arrival  in Florence meet our guide at the meeting point in via Martelli 
33red, where after the check-in walk to the you’ll have the guided tour of the museum. The 
Uffizi Gallery is one of the most famous museums in the world, and it is housed in the for-
mer “uffizi” or “offices” of the Medici Family. Your knowledgeable guide will tell you about 
the works of the greatest artists from the Middle Ages to the Renaissance: Cimabue, Gio-
tto, Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo, Raphael, Titian, and many more. You will 
recognize original world-famous paintings you have seen in books, magazines, and on TV 
close-ups. You will learn about the secrets of the artists’ craft, techniques and tools. Look-
ing at the most famous artworks of the period, you will be able to understand why Florence 
was the birthplace of the Renaissance. Personalize your museum experience. There is no 
need to rush off at the end of the tour. You may stay inside the museum until closing time. 
After the tour make your way back to Pisa with the train.

ENGLISH AND 
SPANISH

70€
PERSON 

 
FREE 0-5 
YEARS OLD

ITALIAN

80,50€
PERSON 

 
FREE 0-5  
YEARS OLD

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

- Please provide client email address or alternatively (in the exceptional case client do NOT 
have personal e mail), the e-mail address of the “hotel” where client overnight the day before 
the tour so we can email them train tickets from/to Pisa  If we do not have this information, we 
cannot provide the tickets and these will be on clients own expenses. 

- Train from Pisa Centrale Train Station to Florence Santa Maria Novella will leave at 9:12 am

-Train from Florence Santa Maria Novella Train Station to Pisa Centrale Train Station will leave 
at 1:28 pm

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

- Please provide client email address or alternatively (in the exceptional case client do NOT 
have personal e mail), the e-mail address of the “hotel” where client overnight the day before 
the tour so we can email them train tickets from/to Pisa  If we do not have this information, we 
cannot provide the tickets and these will be on clients own expenses. 

- Train from Pisa Centrale Train Station to Florence Santa Maria Novella will leave at 1:12 pm

- Train from Florence Santa Maria Novella Train Station to Pisa Centrale Train Station will leave 
at 6:28 pm
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Treasures of Florence  
monolingual tour
Visit the Main Sights of Florence, the Accademia Gal-
lery and the Uffizi Gallery

Enjoy a guided tour of the Accademia Gallery and marvel at the masterpieces by Mi-
chelangelo and others. After a lunch break you’ll head out on a guided walking tour of 
Florence and explore the magnificent works of art at the world-famous Uffizi Gallery

WHERE
FLORENCE 

INCLUDES
ROUNDTRIP TRAIN TICKETS FLORENCE/PISA - 
PLEASE NOTE: ONCE IN FLORENCE YOU NEED TO 
REACH THE TOUR DEPARTURE MEETING POINT 
INDEPENDENTLY 
GUIDED TOUR OF FLORENCE WITH 
MONOLINGUAL GUIDE (1.5 HOURS)
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO THE ACCADEMIA 
GALLERY AND VISIT WITH MONOLINGUAL GUIDE 
(1 HOUR)
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO THE UFFIZI GALLERY AND 
VISIT WITH MONOLINGUAL GUIDE (2 HOURS)
EARPHONES WILL BE PROVIDED ONLY FOR 
GROUPS OF MORE THAN 15 PARTICIPANTS

DEPARTURES
DAILY EXCEPT MONDAYS AND THE FIRST 
SUNDAY OF EVERY MONTH

MEETING POINT
PISA - PISA CENTRALE TRAIN STATION -  PIAZZA 
DELLA STAZIONE
TRAIN FROM PISA TO FLORENCE SMN TRAIN 
STATION. YOU WILL MEET OUR GUIDE DIRECTLY 
IN FLORENCE, WE WILL ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN 
TICKETS THE TRANSPORTATION IS ON YOUR 
OWN. FLORENCE - ARRIVAL IN FLORENCE AND 
FREE TIME AT DISPOSAL. THE FIRST PART OF 
THE TOUR LEAVES AT 11:00 AM FROM FLORENCE 
IN FRONT OF MAIN ENTRANCE OF ACCADEMIA 
GALLERY, OUR STAFF WILL WEAR A GREEN 
T-SHIRT AND ENDS AT 12:15 PM THEN FREE TIME 
FOR LUNCH (NOT INCLUDED)
FLORENCE - THE SECOND PART OF THE TOUR 
LEAVES AT 1:30 PM FROM IN FRONT OF BAR 
AGORÀ - PIAZZA SAN LORENZO 13/R AND ENDS 
AT 5:30 PM THEN FREE TIME AT DISPOSAL
FLORENCE - TRAIN FROM FLORENCE SMN TO PISA 
WE WILL ONLY PROVIDE TRAIN TICKETS THE 
TRANSPORTATION IS ON YOUR OWN.

LANGUAGES
DAILY - ENGLISH AND SPANISH (MIN. 2 PAX)
SATURDAYS - ITALIAN (MIN. 2 PAX)

TOUR ENDS APPROX AT 19.30 AT THE TRAIN 
STATION PISA CENTRALE

Start your day in Pisa and take the train to Florence (tickets are included and will be sent by email).  
Upon arrival  in Florence meet our guide at the meeting point in via Martelli 33red, where after the 
check-in we will walk to the Accademia Gallery with our guide that will introduce you to the city 
and main sights. You will learn why the David is the most recognizable symbol of Florence and 
what it used to represent in his time. How did the genius of Michelangelo meet the challenge of 
extracting the pathos of a being and fixing it forever in time in the Pietà, or the famous Prisoners 
who still seem to struggle free from their marble blocks? You will have the answers to all your 
questions. Get the chance to have a close encounter with timeless works of art and get the inside 
story of the life and times of this consummate artist. After the guided tour you will have some free 
time to wander around on your own and some free time to have lunch (not included). The second 
part of the tour starts in the early afternoon from the Hard Rock cafe near Piazza della Repub-
blica. You will enjoy an excellent and complete introductory tour dedicated to those who want to 
know all the facts and secrets of two thousand years of Florentine history, from the city’s Roman 
origins to a 15th century palace, from the Ponte Vecchio, through the famous Uffizi courtyard, to 
the wonders of the architecture of Brunelleschi’s Dome which overlooks the Baptistery golden 
‘Gates of Paradise’. After the walking tour you will visit one of the most famous museums in the 
world: the Uffizi Gallery. Your knowledgeable guide will explain the works of the greatest artists 
from the Middle Ages. You will recognize original world-famous paintings you have seen in books, 
magazines, and on TV close-ups. You will learn about the secrets of the artist’s’ craft, techniques 
and tools. Looking at the most famous artworks of the period, you will be able to understand why 
Florence was the birthplace of the Renaissance. The tour ends in the Uffizi Gallery where you will 
have the chance to stay longer in the Gallery and wander around by your own. After the tour make 
your way back to Pisa with the train.

19 
FD 

110,50€
ADULT 

62,50€
CHILD 6-14 YEARS OLD

 
FREE 0-5 YEARS OLD

IMPORTANT NOTES: 

- Please provide client email address or alternatively (in the exceptional case client do NOT 
have personal e mail), the e-mail address of the “hotel” where client overnight the day before 
the tour so we can email them train tickets from/to Pisa  If we do not have this information, we 
cannot provide the tickets and these will be on clients own expenses. 

- Train from Pisa Centrale Train Station to Florence Santa Maria Novella will leave at 9:12 am

- Train from Florence Santa Maria Novella Train Station to Pisa Centrale Train Station will leave 
at 6:28 pm

6 
FD 
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At Carrani Tours, we work every day to provide 
the best solutions for both your FITs and group 
travelers, with all our passion and experience 

Our Services includes: 
Ticketing: trains, boats, museums, attractions; Customized itineraries for 
groups & individuals; Italy city sightseeing; Private luxury cars; Gourmet 
tours, sports packages; Hotels, villas an so on.

Working policy:
In order to avoid problems with your fit reservations, we would like to re-
mind you our policy regarding bookings and cancellations: Complain-
ts have to be received by mail or fax within 60 days from date of the last 
service provided by Carrani, so we could reply in the most accurate way. 
Please take note that, every time you send us an e-mail/fax requesting our 
services, we will always reply in writting. If you request a particular htl that 
it is not available, we will confirm a similar option (to the requested one). 
In case of cancellation, we will send an e-mail/fax as confirmation of the 
cancellation. If you do not receive this confirmation it would means that 
for us the booking is still operative. So if our provider charges us no show 
penalites, we will charge you the same penalties. We inform all clients that 
rates do not includes the city tax in Florence, Rome, Venice. This tax will be 
paid directly form clients at the reception hotel desk at the arrival or at the 
check out according to the local city board procedure. We remind you that 
tax will change according to hotel category. Please kindly inform travellers 
before departure. All services must be paid before the participants arrival 
(at least 7 days before, maximum 15 days, depending on the service).

Carrani Tours history
When Benedetto De Angelis founded 
Carrani Tours in 1925, he thought about 
a structured service of transports and 
guided tours in Rome, and obtained the 
first license as Roman bus operator for 
tourists in the Eternal City. 
Now, Carrani Tours is not only the first 
bus family company in Rome, but also 
one of the main DMC active in the en-
tire Italy. 
Official partner of the Vatican Muse-
ums, Gray Line Worldwide, Julià Tours 
and Ferrovie dello Stato our company 
works every day for the best experience 
of each guests.

Discover Italy  
with us

Get in touch  
with us

SALES,  
PRODUCT 

AND HOTELS 
CONTRACTS

Sales 
Manager

Product 
Manager

Hotels Contracts 
Manager

Zena 
Batocchi

Letizia  
Cicconetti

Simona  
Fulgenzi

batocchi.z@carrani.com 

cicconetti.l@carrani.com

fulgenzi.s@carrani.com

President & 
Owner

General 
Manager

Paolo  
Delfini

Chiara  
Gigliotti

gigliotti.c@carrani.com

COMPANY 
 

INCOMING 
DEPARTMENT

FIT Bookings 
Manager & 
Customer Care

Rosanna  
Mandina

Reservations

mandina.r@carrani.com

incoming@carrani.com

ACCOUNTING 
DEPARTMENT

Accounting 
Manager

Paolo  
Salvati

salvati.p@carrani.com

COMMUNICATION 
AND MEDIA 

DEPARTMENT

Web & 
New Technologies

Martin  
Tartara

tartara.m@carrani.com

Reservations

Groups  
Manager

Giusi  
Giovannetti

giovannetti.g@carrani.com

groups@carrani.com

GROUPS  
DEPARTMENT 

FIT Quotes quo@carrani.comPREMIUM 
TRAVELLERS



HIGH SEASON 2020
ENGLISH

Discover new ideas for 
your travels. Have a look 
also to our I Love Rome  
& Fantasia

pisa


